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A Strategic Benefits Realization, IT Portfolio Management and IT Investments 
Organizations want return on investment (ROI) from IT spending, which should no longer be viewed as  
a cost to the organization, but as a value driver. Advanced organizations use the concept of “value for 
money” when determining where to invest IT funding and assessing what the reasonable expectations 
are for the performance of that investment. In this track, we connect the dots between business goals 
and strategies and the technology investments needed to fulfill these goals.

B Governance and PPM Synergies 
Despite a lot of hype about improving IT governance, you can’t achieve it without considering the  
entire decision and action ecosystem in your organization — and our fast-paced digital world requires 
these decisions and actions to be made quickly. This track helps those in PPM roles to understand  
the governance context for their actions. We also discuss how future trends in governance will impact 
existing PPM functions.

C IT Demand, Resources and People 
A common message from CIOs readying their organizations for digital success is that they do not have 
the right people, in the right numbers, to push this transformation. Too many organizations overload  
their current workforce hoping to address their resource problems. Balancing resources, demand and 
workforce capability is the key to getting work done and preparing for new kinds of work. This track 
explains the investment of workforce time and effort required in a space critical to success.

D Project and Program Metrics 
Leadership often feels that they get lots of data, but little understanding of where initiatives are or  
aren’t performing, and how to engage for success. For this track, we’ve responded to Gartner client 
demand for metrics that demonstrate to leadership that progress — against expectations — is actually 
happening with major initiatives. Gartner analysts share client stories, leadership perceptions of what 

“good” metrics look like, and approaches to building and validating measures that drive effective action.

E The Future of PPM  
The theme of this year’s summit is the transformation happening to IT as it enters the third digital age. 
Jobs, roles and organizational needs around IT will change rapidly and in unanticipated ways. In this 
track, Gartner analysts share their predictions for future trends and the impact these will have on PPM 
professionals as digital transformation sweeps across business and government organizations.

F PPM Processes, Practices and Tools 
The new digital age will not only transform roles, it will transform work and change the tools that are 
used to get work done right. We analyze trends from vendors that supply software tools to those in 
PPM roles. Learn which new and evolved practices and processes will add value, and which current 
practices will decline in importance — or disappear altogether.    

G PMO Evolution and Enterprise PMOs 
The PMO has been a function in organizations since the 1990s. Organizations continue to ask Gartner 
how to start a PMO and how to ensure that it’s adding value. But 20 years is a long time for a set of 
functions and services to remain useful. What will happen to the PMO in the digital age? In just a few 
years, the enterprise PMO has moved from being leading edge to not uncommon. Organizations are  
now struggling to understand where enterprise PMOs add value and what impact they are, or should  
be, having on the organization. We share perceptions of what is or should be happening to existing 
PMOs, and where it does and doesn’t make sense to have an enterprise PMO.
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